3M™ Add-On Terminals 4220P
(100, 200, 300 & 400 pairs)
Instructions
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1.0

General

1.1

The 3M™ Add-On Terminals 4220P-100, 4220P-200, 4220P-300 and 4220P-400 are designed to expand the
capacities of existing cross-connect cabinets by 100, 200, 300 and 400 pair. The terminals may be mounted on either
the right or left end wall of the existing cabinet.

1.2

The terminals may be ordered with 3M™ Self-Strip Blocks 4320 or 3M™ Quick Connect System (QCS) Blocks 2810.

3M(TM) Add-On Terminal 4220P-300
(Shown open)

3M(TM) Add-On Terminal 4220P-300
(Shown closed)

3M(TM) Add-On Terminal 4220P with 3M(TM) Self-Strip Blocks 4320 configuration
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2.0

Description

2.1

The 3M™ Add-On Terminals 4220P-100, 4220P-200, 4220P-300 and 4220P-400 consist of a galvanized/painted
steel housing featuring a lift-off door and a lift-out 3M™ Self-Strip Blocks 4320 or 3M™ Quick Connect System
(QCS) Blocks 2810 terminal frame. The door is secured with a quarter-turn latch and a retractable pad lock hasp. All
external hardware is stainless steel.

2.2

The following terminals are available:

Terminal

Size

Option

4220P-100T

100 pair

with 3M™ 710 Modular Connector tail

4220P-200T

200 pair

with 3M™ 710 Modular Connector tail

4220P-300T

300 pair

with 3M™ 710 Modular Connector tail

4220P-400T

400 pair

with 3M™ 710 Modular Connector tail

Terminal

Size

Option

4220P-100 CBM

100 pair

with 3M™ MS2™ Module 4005-GBM tail

4220P-200 CBM

200 pair

with 3M™ MS2™ Module 4005-GBM tail

4220P-300 CBM

300 pair

with 3M™ MS2™ Module 4005-GBM tail

4220P-400 GBM

400 pair

with 3M™ MS2™ Module 4005-GBM tail

2.3

Terminal Size:

Terminal

Dimensions

4220P-100/200

27" H x 11" W x 6.25" D

4220P-300

37" H x 11" W x 6.25" D

4220P-400

37" H x 11" W x 6.25" D

2.4

The following tools are needed for the terminal installation:
a)

Safety glasses

b)

Protective gloves

c)

Electrical drill

d)

1/4" drill bit

e)

2 1/2" hole saw

f)

Center punch
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3.0

Terminal Installation

3.1

Open the door of the 3M™ Add-on Terminal 4220P and
lift it off its hinges.

3.2

Slide the block terminal frame upward and remove
from the housing.

3.3

Position the housing against the existing cabinet end
and mark the two upper attachment locations.

Note: Align the housing with the bottom and side edge of
the open door of the Lucent 40 housing for proper location.
3.4

Drill 1/4" holes in existing cabinet.

Note: Take care to protect wires inside the existing cabinet.

Loosely install 1/4" bolts with a flat washer, a lock
washer and nuts on the inside of the cabinet.
3.5

Hang the terminal on the two screws and mark ALL
remaining holes.

3.6

Mark the knock-out holes, which will be used for
feeder cable and jumper wire. The feeder cable hole
should be one of the two upper holes. These will be
covered when the frame is replaced. The jumper wire
hole should be one of the lower holes.

Note: 	Drill-centering indents are provided in each 3"
knock-out. Drill through the two holes marked to
correctly locate cut outs. Use a 1/4" drill.

3.7

Drill 1/4" holes for lower terminal attachment.

3.8

Cut 2 1/2" holes into side of cabinet.
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3.12 Apply a weather-tight sealant around all holes in the
back of the 3M™ Add-On Terminal.
3.13 Mount the add-on terminal on the existing cabinet and
secure with four screws.

3M™ Add-on Terminals100-300 pair

3M™ Add-on Terminals 400 pair

3.14 Route the terminal tail into the splice chamber of the
existing cabinet.

3.15 Mount the block terminal frame into the housing.
3.16 Bond the add-on terminal to the ground bar in the old
cabinet using a #6 solid copper wire.
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3.17 Install the lift-off door.

4.0

Identification of 3M™ Self-Strip Blocks 4320 Using Number Labels

4.1

Remove the protector tape from the identification
pads on the blocks in the cabinet.

4.2

Select labels (blue for distribution or green for
feeder). Detach a strip of labels with your count
from the sheet. Carefully remove the protective
backing from the strip.

Note: 3M™ Tagging Labels 4379-PYL (Purple and Yellow)
are available for DSL and VDSL marking in counts
1–1800, 1801–3600 and 3601–5400.
4.3

Align the proper number, such as 1-6-11, etc. with
the block pads on left and press into place. Align
numbers, such as 5–10–15, etc., with right-side
block pads and press in place. Remove the top liner
of the numbers.

4.4

Add the cable pair count information in the binding
post log in the cabinet door.

5.0
5.1

Jumper Wire Installation and Routing of the 3M™ Self-Strip Blocks 4320
Make sure the assigned binder post slot is in the
vertical/insertion position.

3/4"

	Clean cut the end of the jumper wire and bend
it 90˚.
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90˚ Hook
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5.2

Separate the pair TIP (left (tan)), RING (right
(orange)). Slide a single jumper wire along the post
trough the guide. Insert it into the port and push
it through the post until the wire extends out the
exit port.

5.3

With a screwdriver blade fully inserted into post slot,
rotate the post 90° clockwise until the wire end cuts
off. The post slot should be horizontal.

Note: T
 he wire cut off is the indication that the wire is
connected.
5.4

To remove a jumper wire, rotate the post with a
screwdriver 90˚ counterclockwise. The post slot
will be vertical. Remove the wire from the post.
Always pull it out of the cross-connect box for good
housekeeping.

5.5

Always route jumper wires below the binding posts.
RING - right

TIP - left

Pair 5

Pair 1

3" slack
each end

3" slack
each end

Pair 21

Pair 25

Note: L
 eave 3" of slack on each end of the jumper for easy tracing.
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6.0
6.1

Accessories Installation for 3M™ Self-Strip Blocks 4320
3M™ Single-Pair Probes 4327:
a)	Align the probe pins and insert in caps test ports.
b)	Press the clamps to allow clearance over the cap
heads. Push the probe forward until the clamps
snap behind the cap head.
c) 3M™ Self-Strip Pocket Test Probe 4327P
a) T
 his probe is installed with the same
procedures as the 4327 probe. It is used as a
personal test probe as needed.

6.2

3M™ Self-Strip Priority Circuit Caps 4324:

3M™ Priority
Circuit Cap 4324

a)	Attach 3M Self-Strip Priority Circuit Caps
4324 on special circuits for identification and
protection from probe insertion.
b)	Identify the circuit on matte surface of
priority cap.
c)	Install the cap by pushing the two legs between
the binder posts to be protected.

7.0

Identification of 3M™ Quick Connect System (QCS) Blocks 2810 Using
Number Labels

7.1

Remove the protector tape from the identification
pads on the blocks in the cabinet.

7.2

Select labels (blue for distribution or green for
feeder). Detach a strip of 20 labels with your count
from the sheet. Carefully remove the protective
backing from the strip.

7.3

Align the proper number, such as 1–11–21, etc.,
with the block pads on the left and press into place.
Align numbers, such as 10–20–30, etc., with the
right-side block pads and press into place. Remove
the top liner of the numbers.

7.4

Add the cable pair count information in the binding
post log in the cabinet door.
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8.0

J umper Wire Installation and Routing of the 3M™ Quick Connect System
(QCS) Blocks 2810

8.1

Open the feeder pair jumper cap by pushing up on
latch and rotating up. Insert the jumper wire ends A
(tip) left and B (ring) right into wire openings in the
cap, making sure they are inserted all the way to the
back of the cap.

8.2

While holding the jumper wires in place, close the
cap and press to snap the latch firmly into place.

8.3

Route the jumper wires to distribution pair through
wire loops on the block ends and through vertical
and horizontal wireways. Cut the jumper wires to
appropriate length, leaving at least 5 cm (2 in.) of
slack.

8.4

Terminate the jumper wires to the distribution pair.

8.5

Terminate additional jumper wires by repeating the
above procedure.

8.6

To remove jumper wires, open the cap and pull the
wires straight out from the block.
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9.0

 ccessories Installation of the 3M™ Quick Connect System (QCS)
A
Blocks 2810

9.1

Plug the 3M™ Single-Pair Test Probe 2827 into the
cap of the pair being tested, with the black lead to the
left and the red lead to the right.

9.2

To install 3M Priority Circuit Markers, place over the
jumper cap of the pair to be marked and push it into
place. Latching is indicated by an audible snap.
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3M and MS2 are trademarks of 3M Company
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners..
Important Notice
All statements, technical information, and recommendations related to 3M’s products are based on information believed to be reliable,
but the accuracy or completeness is not guaranteed. Before using this product, you must evaluate it and determine if it is suitable for
your intended application. You assume all risks and liability associated with such use. Any statements related to the product which are
not contained in 3M’s current publications, or any contrary statements contained on your purchase order shall have no force or effect
unless expressly agreed upon, in writing, by an authorized officer of 3M.
Warranty; Limited Remedy; Limited Liability.
This product will be free from defects in material and manufacture for a period of one (1) year from the time of purchase. 3M MAKES
NO OTHER WARRANTIES INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. If this product is defective within the warranty period stated above, your exclusive remedy shall be, at
3M’s option, to replace or repair the 3M product or refund the purchase price of the 3M product. Except where prohibited by law,
3M will not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental or consequential loss or damage arising from this 3M product,
regardless of the legal theory asserted.
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